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For years, bullocks in India have been forced to work non-stop until their 
dying day. They are likely to be beaten with whips, restrained by painful 
nose ropes, and deprived of basic medical care and even food and 
water. Until recently, most of these gentle creatures never knew a kind 
word or a day’s rest.   

Thankfully, due to the generosity of donors and organizations like Animal 
Aid Abroad, many bullocks like Barshya, Gabru, Gunya,Roushya and 
Sonya are now able to spend their days doing anything they want, even 
if that means doing absolutely nothing except eating and relaxing.  

For these fortunate bullocks, home is Animal Rahat’s sanctuary, a 
beautiful haven in the state of Maharashtra where they and other 
animals retire in peace after years of drudgery, pain, abuse, malnutrition 
and neglect. Here are their stories:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Barshya 

 
 

Barshya’s owner retired Barshya, 19 years old (in 2018) to the sanctuary 
in early 2018, which allowed him to avoid the fate of most bullocks: 
being sold for slaughter when they’re too old, injured, or ill to work.  

When he first arrived, he was covered with ticks and the team 
quarantined him for treatment for 3 weeks. Once he was given a clean 
bill of health, he quickly made friends with other newcomers like Gunya 
and Merry. 

 

Currently solely sponsored by: 

.Paul Sillato, NSW ($500) 
 

 



Gabru 
 

 
Photo Credit: Aneesh Sankarankutty 

 
Gabru, 21, has been a sanctuary resident since January 2010. When 
Animal Rahat rescued him, Gabru was emaciated and dehydrated 
having been rescued as a result of a campaign in Mumbai that banned 
oil tanker hauling by animals. 

With a proper diet and healthcare, Gabru quickly regained his strength 
and is now strong and healthy. He’s always one of the first to reach the 
feed trough and not averse to trying to grab some food from the slower 
eaters. Like many other bullocks at the sanctuary, Gabru also enjoys 
fresh grass and his salt lick and hanging out in the soft sand pit. 

A bit of a loner, he prefers to groom himself and enjoys “taking showers” 
when it rains by jumping around and getting wet. Although he’s not quite 
ready to get up close and personal with humans just yet, sometimes he’ll 
let his best bullock friend, Thomas, help him groom him. Most of the 
time, for now, he is happy to scratch himself on the cubicle posts.  

 
Currently sponsored by: 
1. Franklin Hynes & Cai Fenton, WA ($100) 
2. Elaine Goode, WA ($100) 
3. Melanie Baumanis, WA ($50) 
4. Jeannie McDermott & Nancy Warren, QLD ($50) 
5. The TC Gang, NT ($50) 
6. Keith Baldwin, SA ($100) 
7. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($50)  

8. Sandra Holdaway, WA ($50) 

9. Anonymous, VIC ($50) 

 
 



Gunya 

 
Animal Rahat diagnosed a 15 year old (in 2018) bullock was having a 
partially dislocated shoulder and told his owner to give the animal at 
least a month's rest so that he could recover. The owner had been using 
his bullocks to haul heavy loads of sugarcane to a factory, so Animal 
Rahat helped arrange for the man to borrow a tractor for the rest of the 
harvesting season. However, it came to the group's attention that he did 
not have a reliable reputation (i.e., he was known to abuse alcohol), and 
team members were concerned that he wouldn't give the bullock enough 
time to recover before forcing him to work again. So they asked the man 
to swap his bullocks, Gunya and Sonya, for financial help to buy a 
tractor.  

Gunya is now permanent retiree together with his partner Sonya. They 
will never again stagger under a heavy yoke and are already making 
new friends.  

Currently sponsored by: 

 
1. Kimberley Hill, NSW ($100) 

2. Sally McMillan, TAS ($100) 

3. Jack Mather, ACT ($100) 

4. Kerrie Ferguson, WA ($100) 

 
 



Roushya 
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Roushya, 18, spent the first part of his life hauling heavy loads of 
sugarcane. He was one of the first bullocks rescued as a result of 
Animal Rahat’s tractor project, a successful program that helps 
sugarcane factories mechanize their facilities, replacing bullocks with 
more efficient tractors.  

Roushya loves food and playing in the rain.  He is docile and friendly 
with all and enjoys being groomed by his human caretakers at the 
sanctuary. Even when he’s resting, this social butterfly prefers the 
company of others and tends to lie down with friends. At more than 1500 
pounds, Roushya is a big boy, and it should come as no surprise that he 
becomes quite excited by the sight of green grass and fodder. Even 
though he loves meal time, he’s a slow eater compared to others. He 
savors his meals sometimes for an hour or so! 
 

Currently sponsored by: 

 
1. Franklin Hynes & Cai Fenton, WA ($100) 
2. Kris Short, NSW ($50) 
3. Karen Bevilaqua, WA ($50) 
4. Emmanuel Nulty, WA ($100) 
5. Meredith Williams, WA ($100) 
6. Anonymous, VIC ($100) 
7. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($50) 
8. Melanie Baumanis, WA ($50) 



Sonya 
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Sonya is a 16-year-old bullock who was retired from the Kranti sugar 
factory during the initial launch of Animal Rahat’s tractor project in 2012. 
He has been with the sanctuary since February 2012. 
 
Sonya is a large bullock, healthy and fit. Although initially aggressive, he 
has calmed tremendously. Like most large bullocks, Sonya has a 
healthy appetite.  He also loves eating and spending time with his fellow 
bullocks as well as other residents like Tommy (above left).  

Although he was initially resistant to grooming, he now enjoys it. Some 
bullocks remain standing during grooming sessions, but Sonya likes to 
maximize the relaxation factor by reclining when being groomed. 
 
 
 

Currently sponsored by: 
1. Ellie Robertson, NSW ($100) 
2. Ruth Farre, NSW ($100) 
3. Kim Ribbink, WA ($100) 
4. Liam McMahon, NZ ($100) 
5. Ella Milanko, QLD ($100) 
6. Michelle Alber, NSW ($100) 

 
 


